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01 雑貨売りに首ったけ
02 冒険しようよ？

03 学生バイトフィーバー
04 清々しい朝日
05 まどろむ春

06 さざ波ゆらゆらネックレス
07 ルッコラサラダ

08 海の見える街まで
09 穴があったら入りたい☆
10 自慢の野菜をご覧あれ！！

11 充実と成果
12 物思う冬

13 街のにぎわい
14 ぬくぬくメニューでお腹も満足

15 楽しんだもの勝ち
16 今日の一幕

17 私に任せて！
18 囲炉裏の端で
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19 一刀両断
20 アンダーワールド

21 塔ガール -Girl looks good in Aqua-
22 ちょいパニック！

23 燃焼限界
24 ファイヤーワークス
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By the name of CHESS! You will enjoy this game, it provides strategy in both the chess section and the actual combat. Oh by
the way, this is chess with full interactive combat. If you enjoy strategy and action but really miss the control: Buy this...Right
now..

If you aren't a fan of simple strategy games but want the combat: This is for you.

If you like gore in a game but miss the damage aspect to your character: This is for you.

I've played one map, one match, and about fourteen minutes and I love every aspect to this game.

. Best and most addictive game ever. Period.. Am i missing something here? I was truly gobsmacked to think i paid for this, I
wandered around and around looking for some signs of what i had paid for, i came up with nothing worth mentioning, just be
aware, as it stands it will end up under the sink with the cucumber slicer and mechanical paper shredder.. Awesome Game!
Took a bit of a chance on that one but it was definitely worth it!. This is the only piece of music I've ever purchased in my
life....
God is it work it!. Since the last update, the game crashes during startup on Windows 10. The discussion forums have raised the
issues but it seems that the publisher has abandoned the game. Not recommended at this stage.. Star Rogue has come a long
way with the latest update. The controller scheme is more responsive but I'm still don't know how to activate special
abilities (and one run I accidently went back to the start screen by pressing the back button!) Each character now has a
set weapon and attitude fleshing them out a little and this has challenged me to get a little further into the game which
I am now enjoying much more.
If a Sci-Fi\/Side Scrolling\/Platform\/Roguelike sounds appealing to you, then give this game a shot.
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I hope episode 2 will flesh out the story a little more but apart from that I had a lot of fun with Trespass Episode 1. The
atmosphere was creepy and the puzzles were difficult but solvable once you spend enough time with it.
. I'm sorry but, NO...

If you're 12 this is probably a fun game, but otherwise life is too short to waste time on it. I'll yield that multiplayer might be
enjoyable (it seems like it would with the tournaments and online series) but I lost interest before getting around to trying any of
it.

There are better implementations of the Wacky Wheels \/ Mario Kart game type available - MiniBikers is just missing
"something".

And the nauseating F-Zero "steering the world" style pov does not help matters on the short, tight-cornered tracks. Some people
actually like it, but after 5 minutes I wanted to yell at my shoes.. Bad levels design. You need to be very quick and very precise
to dinish a level, making you repeat the level again and again.. I have used many engines over the years for my hobby, and they
all have their advantages and disadvantages. This engine allows you to very quickly get things up and running. This engine
comes with a load of pre-built behaviours and actions that you can mix and match to create the logic for your game, but if you're
like me you want to code your own, which you can also do using the very simple JavaScript API.

It's fair to say that this engine is not going to break any visual records, but it makes up for it in ease of use and flexibility. You
can use this as a fast prototyping system for your game idea, or you can use it to create the game in its entirety. I would
definitely recommend this engine, but would also strongly advise that you download the demo first, but please don't take the
bundled graphics and games as "all it can do", so many companies release their engines with poor assets\/content and it makes
the engine look bad.. This is fairly rough so far but has a bit of charm to it. The dev does warn to wait for July for a proper VR
tutorial and update, and the discount will remain until after that is added.

Controls aren't very clear either, it tells you what two buttons do, but not anything else, so its a little trial and error. I had no clue
how or if there was a way to restart the game without closing and reopening it when my excavator was destroyed.

Kinda fun and amusing so far, though all there is in VR right now is controlling the excavator and smashing zombies with it
before they start damaging your rig, unless I need to go through a ton of waves to progress.

For a buck, or even the full 2 bucks it is without the discount, its amusing enough for me.. good if you're too poor for nuclear
throne,
but It's actually a good game and really fun
they release updates quite frequently.. If this was an app for something like the Samsung Gear VR this game could have been
quite great.
Unfortunately, it is not.
Although visuals and music are nice everything around it is tedious.

Evironmental storytelling is none-existent, walking is a chore (again could have worked fine with VR), the characters look more
death than they did in Skyrim and before you can care about the characters or the world. It ends.

I only recommend buying it if you really, REALLY like walking simulators. It is only 4 euro after all.
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